1. Unfortunately, the review misrepresents a finding from our Vital Signs Directed Therapy (VSDT) study [2] . We did not conclude that "nursing-based vital signs-directed clinical response protocols may not improve outcomes" as claimed. In fact, although overall mortality rates were unchanged following the implementation of VSDT in an intensive care unit (ICU) in Tanzania, there was a 25% absolute reduction of mortality among hypotensive patients. Our conclusion after analysing process measures was that "a vital signs directed therapy protocol improved the acute treatment of abnormal vital signs in an ICU in a low-income country". It is our belief that protocol-based instruments and task-sharing have great potential to improve critical care. We agree with the authors about the importance of costeffectiveness. To maximise this, innovative tools that aim at getting the most out of the basics should be paramount in the roadmap for the future. Funders and researchers could reduce the risk that their investments in critical care end up benefitting just a few individuals by acknowledging that the quality of essential services for all is the foundation of critical care systems.
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